Name: ___________________________________

1. What is your topic?

2. On the Janus page, look under "Databases and Indexes" to find the list of indexes by subject area. Which subject area would you look under to find information about your topic?

3. Look at the list of databases for that subject area, and read the database descriptions under the button. Which database looks the best for finding journal articles on your topic?

4. Search for your topic in the database you selected. Select or mark 5 citations that look interesting for your topic, and print out these marked citations using the database's print command. Attach the printout to this sheet.

5. From your search results, find two articles on your topic which are owned by a library at the University of Oregon. Make a photocopy of the first page of each article and attach the copies to this sheet (if full-text was available for your articles, one of your copies can come from an online article. At least one article must be from a printed, non-electronic source.)

6. Cite both of your articles using either APA or MLA style.